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    In a'comfortable air-conditioned'office during the early 1970s，

Stanley Fish proceeded to discredit and ridicule the prose of Sir Tho-

mas ・Br，owne， viewing Religio Medici from the perspective of a twentieth-

century secular reader， with little respect for spiritual matters． ln 1642-

3， with England on the brink of civil war， the nation needed not bold in-

vectives that sparked men to further dissension， but a cool unifying

treatiseD like Religto Medici to bring， peace and commupity to the strife-

ridden land． Because of Browne's self-reflectiveness and theocentric

world一一view， Fish calls him a “bad physicianr' Browne， however， fulfills

the role of the bodily／spi．ritual physician defined in John Donne's Devo-

tions uPon Emergent Occasions （1642），'and Religto Medin i's B rowne's p re-

scription for spiritUal and social health．

    John Donne， i'n his Devotions， pays close attention to the physi-

cian's role． His physician resembles “a Hercules against these giants，

these monsters．”i） Since “man hath 'not that innate instinct， to apply

those patural medicines to ．his present danger，” 2） he needs the physician

to apply・ hitherto unknown soothing balms to the diseased'wounds that

imperil the body． The physician's trained and knowledgeable mind uses

curing methods of which the common person was never aware． ln fact，

the ailing man relies wholly 'on the physician's advice， deferring judg-

ment to one above him．

    However， in Donne's Devotions there are “two physicians autho-

rized by ［God］ ， the bodily， and the spiritual physician．” 3） The bodily
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doctor， however insufficient and fallible， works valiantly to cure dis-

ease． This elevated， somewhat heroic， rQle of the'bodily doctor extends

to the spiritual doctor， oftehti血es a minister or priest． Both types heal．．

One heals the body and cures disease； the' @other concentrates upon the

soul and spiritual divisiveness： Both physicians arg earthly reflections

of God， whom Do皿e defines as“thou in thy Son art the physician．”4）

Since all human doctors reflect God， the one great' gealer， the actions of'

bodily and・ spiritual healing which doctors perform are holy．

     Donne parallels the diseased body with the diseased state． The hu-

man body and the body' @of the state conttibute to a larger unity． He

writes that “the heav6ns contain this earth ； the earth， cities ； cities，

men．” 5） ln 'addition， the larger body of the “communion of saints．．．

makes' the militant and triumphant church one parish．” 6） Disease，

though， jeopardizes the health of，this unified parish． The divisive dis-

eases in the． body mi-rror the divisive s6cts in the social and spiritdal

communify； as dise．ases destroy the body， sects contribute to the disin-

tegration of society． Indeed， Do皿e even uses a皿ilitary image， a start一．

lingly violent image of ．social destruction， to describe the debilitative

effects of disease ： “a cannon batters all， overthrows． all， demolishes all．”

7） Donne's idea of a physician ， then， encompasses not only doctors of

bodily diseases， 一but also refers to universal healers， those working tQ

unite hu皿all souls with each other and with God。．

     Stanley Fish develops the image of the healing physician also， but

he applies the．term to the producer of texts． Fish defines the medicines

of the physician （i． e．， ．the texts of the writer） in this fashion ：

an unco皿fortable and unsettling experience is offered as‡he

Way to self-knowledge．．． And by offering that experience

rather than another， these works shift．the focus of attention．
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from themselves and from what is happening in their formal

confines to the reader and what is happening in-the confines

、of his皿ind and heart．8）   ．     一

According to this idea， Fish's physician changes rather than heals the

ailing reader ； that is， the reader must peruse the diagnosis and produce

his own prescription， while Donne's physician offers the patient a poten-

tial cure． Fish calls Browne a “bad physician” because he draws atten-

tion 'to his own writing， offering solutions that Fish deems inappropri-

ate， since Browne does not allow the reader to confront himself， to con-

struct his own cure．

    Thomas Browne， a professional physician， knew of his duties

beyond those of his secular， medical profession． He anguished over the

warring religious factions， each proclaiming to be Christian， yet each

acting in manners unbecoming of their religious faith．．Although Browne

'initially wrote Religr'o Medici for himself and for private circulation， the

document soop grew beyond his original intent． Consequently， Religio

Medici' 垂窒?唐?獅狽?a complex problem for modern readers． We expect wri-

ters to “express themselves” by writing， but this notion i＄ ali'en to the

pre-Romantic mind． Browne states in his preface that his “intention

was not publik ；” 9） however，．he revises the book with the public's

perception in mind． He．writes that “1 have at present represented unto

the world a full and intended copy of that Peece．” iO） However，， the

word “Peece” can be read in two manners ：一“piece，” the literal meaning

in this context， and “peace，” a pun that enlarges his work to a public

scope． This allusive and humble method Browne employs is consistent

with his overall style． He does not bluntly confront his audience， de-

manding that one must heed his advice ；on the contrary， he downplays

the significance of his book， sneaking up on the unsuspecting patient
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with a medicine that initially appears distasteful．' By these peaceful，

Christian methods， he encourages tolerance and thoughtful respect of

others． Browne offers Religt'o Medici as a heaJi ng balm for the public

wounds of dissension．

     Browne understands how close the conflicting sects really are． He

points out that， after Christians omit the “termes of scurrility betwixt

us，．．．there is between us one common name and appellation， one faith，

and necessary body of principles．” ii） Browne strives to make the sects

understand thiS common-unifying foundation． He humbly．ad皿its， howev-

er，． that“true．．．is as my last end。”12）・This ad皿ission， amid many similar

ones， spurs th．e serious reader into contemplation， encouraging him to

think responsibly rather than condemn． Browne's introspective reflec-

tion urge＄ similat devotional responses in the reader's heart， thereby， if

effective， extending tolerance and some血easure of peace to England．

He circles away from direct confrontatipn with the reader， instead softly

whispering in his ear． 'This circular approach reflects BrQwne's world-

view； all thing＄ revolve around and through God．

     Some critics co皿Pletely ignore the spiritual intents of Browne．

Fot example， Michael Wilding derideS Browne's “firm， antipopulist

stance．” i3＞ But when 'Browne labels the populace as a “numetous piece

of monstrosity，” i4） he honestly describes the unthinking groups who

blindly follow any 1．eader apd harm England through divisive and vio-

lent actions． The 4ngry B' 窒盾翌獅?notices that “ ［t］ h6 wisedome of God

receives small honour from those vulgar heads， that rudely stare about，

and with a gross rusticity admire his workes．” i5） His Religz'o Medici，if

applied properly， divides the masses 'into individual，' thinki' 獅〟C reflect-

ing， and tolerant persohs， with a peaceful England' being the result．

Wilding， three hundred and thirty-nine years removed， also complains

that Browne has a “universitY-educated， elitist contempt for the ‘ignor一
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ance' of the clashing sects；”i6） but Browne actually lives among these

destructive' groups of divisiveness， groups that pull and tear the uni-

fying fabric of peace． Browne admonishes these sects to think and pray；

and Wilding responds sarcastically， “The implication is that all would

be well if heretics and schismatics and dissenters would stop being

troublesome and disturbing the pea，ce．” i7） Although accurate in his eva一

luation， Wilding's bitter tone undermines Browne's Christian intention

of unity， and the former's superficial perspective strikes at the heart．of

tolerance and love．

    Contrary to this secular and limited outlook，' Religr'o'Medicr' docu-

ments Browne's introspective， peaceful attitude which， ideally， should

be adopted bY the ．readers．The pain of division， that is to “lose an arme”

and“be quartered into pieces，” i8） analogous to Browne's division ot the

皿asses into individuals， is preferable to the ignorance of humah grief

and misery． Brpwne combines his role as a bodily physician with his

more important ' role as spiritual physician． An urgent need for spiritual

healing exists in seventeenth-century Englishmen whose religious and
                                 c

politi．cal factions endanger the bodily health of the nation． Since， as

Browne proclai皿s，1‘a：ll our AIltidotes， drawne from Scripture and Phi-

losophy， could no．t expell the poyson” i9） of Seneca's atheism， akin to

the various “conceits and opinions” of・ current sects， a different kind of

antidote must be proffered， an antidote composed of Christihn love and

to lerance．． ， ・ '
     Browne， aeting in both roles of the physician， offers Religio Medici

to the English public as prescription'for spiritual reflection and toler-

ance of others． Fish deplores． thi．s ethereal attitude， griping thqt

“Browne's ‘O altitudos' 'always leave us in rapt． contemplation' of a world

unified by God's informing presence．” 20） This assertioh' is． trde，' but

Fish．treats the above as mystical and insubstantial conclusions． This
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preoccupation with spiritual matters frustrates Fish． Browne・sees the

Holy Trinity as the model for a perfect society， “not divided nor sepa-

rated by the intellect， but actually comprehended in its Unity．” 2i）

David W． Atkinson summarizes this idea and the entire text of Religio

Medici ， asserting that “doctrinal debate based on reason separates， de-

votional practice rooted in love 6f God unites．” 22） The central strength

of Religio Medici ， as Atkinson point out， is when Browne focuses atten-

tion on how intolerance takes one outside what it means to be truly

Christian．” 23） ln this ”self-indulgent” text， Fish cries， “Browne does

not say to us， ‘awake， remember， change，' but ‘take it easy， don't let it

bother you， ｝et it be．'” 24） lndeed， this peaceful．， Christian attitude that

Fish一 derides is exactlY the attitude needed to quell civil unfest． Fish

demands something not offered or intended in Religio Medin' ； conse-

quently， he dismisses the work and its author as “concerned with the

winning of applause．．． ［rather］ than With the sounding of souls．” 25）

     Thomas Browne wrote Religio Medici to ＄how people how tolerance

could be practiced． The very title of the book 一re'fers to the need for reli-

gion in secular professions，and this need extends to all men． By offering

his book to the public， Browne cries-out for a widespread tolerance

among people whose religion demands love and kindness． He wants to

heal the wounded nation ； and， in imitation of John Donne's physician，．

he successfully combines his dual role of bodily／spiritual physician in

Religio Medici， his public plea for-civil peace and Christian dev' 盾狽奄盾氏D
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